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Ab initio study of ultracold polar molecules in optical lattices.
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1 Statement of Problems studied

The recent successful creation of a high phase-space-density gas of polar 40K 87Rb molecules [1, 2]
has been based on both new experimental and theoretical advances in manipulating and under-
standing properties of such molecules. This opens up the possibility of studying collective phenom-
ena that rely on the long-range interactions between polar molecules. Future experiments can be
envisioned in both weakly confining optical traps as well as optical lattices.

The first goal of this study was to give theoretical support on the experimental creation of
vibrationally and translationally cold polar 40K87Rb molecules. In particular, we analyzed various
factors that can affect this creation including the multi-channel description of the initial, interme-
diate, and final states of the formation by Raman transitions. Examples of Raman transitions are
shown in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, we theoretically investigate the interaction of polar molecules with optical lattices
and microwave fields. We demonstrate the existence of frequency windows in the optical domain
where the complex internal structure of the molecule does not influence the trapping potential of
the lattice. In such frequency windows the Franck-Condon factors are so small that near-resonant
interaction of vibrational levels of the molecule with the lattice fields have a negligible contribution
to the polarizability, and light-induced decoherences are kept to a minimum. In addition, we
show that microwave fields can induce a tunable dipole-dipole interaction between ground-state
rotationally symmetric (J=0) molecules. Our results are based on ab initio relativistic electronic
structure calculations of the polar KRb and RbCs molecules combined with calculations of their
rovibrational motion.

We also studied the electronic properties and dynamics of a new class of ultracold polar
molecules created from collisions of ultracold alkali-metal Li and and either an alkaline-earth or rare-
earth atoms. Our goal was to theoretically determine the previously unknown electronic properties
of the LiMg, LiSr and LiYb molecules. To the best of our knowledge, only LiMg was experimentally
investigated [3], which allowed us to compare our predictions for the ground state potential of LiMg
with experiment.

1
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Finally, we considered scattering and interaction properties of ultracold polar molecules gov-
erned by isotropic van-der-Waals forces and short range scattering parameters. We showed that at
low temperature (and in absence of an external electric field) the scattering mechanism between
molecules and molecules with atoms has a resonant character for certain short-range parameter
values, which can lead to enhanced reaction rates. We present results for two polar molecules with
different dipolar properties, KRb and RbCs. The van-der-Waals coefficients for these molecules
were obtained by integrating products of dynamic polarizability of the molecules in the ground
electronic state over imaginary frequency. We have done so for each vibrational state of the ground
electronic state. We show that both isotropic and anisotropic coefficients have a significant con-
tribution from dipole coupling to the excited spectrum. This leads to a dramatic difference in the
interaction potentials compared to that previously estimated from the permanent dipole moment.
Additionally, we investigated the anisotropic polarizability of rotationless J = 0 polar molecules
induced by DC electric fields. This anisotropy appears due to the mixing of the J = 0 level with
higher J levels. As result the trapping potential changes with polarization of the trapping light.

2 Summary of Most important results

2.1 Formation of ultracold KRb molecules

We search for an efficient production mechanism of KRb molecules using a multi-channel description
of both ground and excited states. We assume that KRb molecules are initially in the weakly-bound
near-threshold vibrational states formed by a magnetic Feshbach resonance in collisions between
ultracold 40K and 87Rb atoms. In our coupled-channel calculation of the ground state ro-vibrational
structure we used the most accurate ground state potentials available from Ref. [4]. Below we
analyze this structure, and perform a comparison with available high-precision measurements [1, 2].

Vibrationally cold molecules are preferably made by transfering population from a Feshbach
molecular state. For this transfer we selected the pathway that has been proposed by Stwalley [5],
which forms vibrationally cold KRb molecules starting from the highly excited vibrational states
using one optical Raman transition and intermediate vibrational levels of the 3(1) potential. This
mechanism was also used to create vibrationally cold RbCs molecules in Ref. [6]. Reference [7] has
reported an analysis of perturbations of the vibrational levels of the 3(1) potential due to spin-orbit
interactions with the neighboring potentials in RbCs.

In the Raman transition the initial and final bound vibrational levels belong to the ground X1Σ+

and a3Σ+ states. In KRb these states dissociate to the same [Ar]4s(2S)+[Kr]5s(2S) atomic limit.
The two states are coupled via hyperfine interactions: the Fermi-contact and electron and nuclear
Zeeman interactions for each of the constituent atoms. For each atom the Fermi-contact interaction
couples its electron spin, here 1/2, to its nuclear spin. The Zeeman interaction is non-zero since an
external magnetic field is used to create Feshbach KRb molecules.

The final states of the Raman transitions are v = 0 levels of the X1Σ+ and a3Σ+ potentials.
Figure 2 shows the rotational hyperfine and Zeeman structure of the v = 0 level of the a3Σ+

potential at B=545.9 G as calculated with the coupled-channel method. The black lines are the
`=0 bound states and the red lines are the `=2 bound state. Notice though that the rotational
energy splitting is smaller than that due to the hyperfine and Zeeman interaction. This leads to
overlapping spectral features. The hyperfine structure of the two partial waves is nearly identical.
The main difference is that each ` = 2 hyperfine feature has within it three lines, which are not
resolved in the figure. The splitting between these lines is less then 0.3 GHz and is due to the

2
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Figure 1: The ground and excited state potential energy curves of KRb that are used for multi-
channel modeling as a function of internuclear separation R. Here a0 is the Bohr radius of 0.0529
nm.
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Figure 2: The hyperfine and Zeeman structure at B=545.9 G of the `=0 (black lines) and 2 (red
lines) rotational levels of the v = 0 vibrational state of the a3Σ+ potential of 40K87Rb. The crosses
and triangles indicate the experimentally observed energies from Ref. [2]. The theoretical energies
have been shifted up by +15.0 GHz to coincide with the experimental data. Zero energy corresponds
to the dissociation energy of both 40K and 87Rb in the energetically lowest hyperfine state. The
levels are grouped by the projection quantum number MF . Each ` = 2 hyperfine feature contains
three lines, which on the scale of the figure are barely resolved. The splitting is on the order of 0.1
GHz and due to the magnetic spin-spin dipole interaction, which partially lifts the m` degeneracy
of the projection quantum number of ~̀.

magnetic spin-spin dipole interaction, which partially lifts the m` degeneracy of the projection
quantum number of ~̀. We have performed similar calculations for the v = 0 level of the X1Σ+

state.
The experiments of Refs. [1, 2] have located more than ten sublevels of the v=0 vibrational

level of the a3Σ+ potential. We have compared the calculated hyperfine structure of the v=0 level
of the triplet state, shifted up by +15.0 GHz, with the experimental energies of Ref. [2], marked
by the crosses and triangles in Fig. 2. The agreement is good.

For the vibrational levels used as intermediate states the 3(1) potential can to first order be
described as the nonrelativistic 23Σ+ state. More accurately the strong non-adiabatic interaction
with the neighboring 2(1) and 4(1) potentials has to be taken into account. Alternately, we can
view this coupling as being due to the spin-orbit interaction between the nonrelativistic 23Σ+, 13Π,
and 11Π potentials. In addition, we performed multi-channel calculations of the ro-vibrational
structure and the vibrationally-averaged transition dipole moments to the ground state levels. The
three intermediate excited states that are of interest have Ω = 1 symmetry and are shown in Fig. 1
together with the ground state potentials of KRb. Panel a of Fig. 1 shows the pathway to form
v = 0 a3Σ+ molecules starting from a gas of Feshbach molecules. Similarly, panel b shows the
pathway to v = 0 X1Σ+ molecules.

In our multi-channel calculation we use the X1Σ+ non-relativistic ground-state BO potential
from Ref. [4] and the 23Σ+, 11Π, and 13Π excited potentials from Ref. [8]. All three excited
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potentials dissociate to the K(2S)+Rb(2P) limit. The previously unknown spin-orbit coupling
matrix elements and electronic dipole moments are obtained from our MOL-RAS-CI calculations.
For the spin-orbit interaction between Ω=1 potentials diagonal matrix elements are zero. As we
will be interested in vibrational levels near the bottom of the 3(1) potential spin-orbit coupling to
21Π potential can be neglected. At large R the matrix elements approach ∆/3, where ∆ is the
spin-orbit splitting of the 2P state of 87Rb. The dipole moments between the singlet X1Σ+ and the
triplet 23Σ+ and 13Π states are strictly zero.

Figure 3 shows the transition dipole moments between vibrational levels of the multi-channel
Ω = 1 calculation described above and the v = 0 J = ` = 0 ro-vibrational level of the X1Σ+

potential assuming our theoretical electronic dipole moment. This vibrationally-averaged dipole
moment describes the downward part of the Raman transition. The vibrational averaged dipole
moment from the singlet X1Σ+ state is only nonzero if the multi-channel vibrational levels contains
1Π character. A larger character leads to a larger transition dipole moment. The start of the
vibrational series of the 3(1) and 4(1) potential are clearly visible in the figure. The intermediate
vibrational level used in Ref. [2] is again indicated by v = 23. From our calculation we find a dipole
moment of 0.018 a.u. for the transition from this level.

2.2 Molecular Polarizability

The relevant property for controlling a molecule with a light field is the complex molecular dynamic
polarizability α(hν,~ε) as a function of radiation frequency ν and polarization ~ε (h is Planck’s
constant).

Our results for the molecular polarizability of KRb and RbCs at very-long wavelengths cor-
responding to microwave frequencies are shown in Fig. 4. Unlike the J = 0 rotational level, the
polarizability of J≥ 1 rotational levels depends on the polarization of light and the projection of ~J .
For microwave frequencies electric dipole transitions within the ground X1Σ+ potential dominate.
This X1Σ+ contribution does not exist for homonuclear molecules. The resonances in the graph are
due to the rotational transitions from J = 0 to J = 1 and from J = 1 to J = 0 and J = 2 within the
same v = 0 vibrational state. The J = 1 to J = 2 transition occurs at a larger photon frequency.
For the near-resonance frequencies the polarizabilities in Fig. 4 are approaching 1 MHz/(W/cm2),
which is much larger than atomic polarizabilities of K, Rb, and Cs in the same frequency region.
For example, the dynamic polarizability of a Rb atom [9] is 4 to 5 orders of magnitude smaller than
the dynamic polarizability of the RbCs molecule at the same frequency.

Figure 5 shows both real and imaginary part of the polarizability of the v = 0, J = 0 state
of the X1Σ+ potential of KRb (upper panel) and RbCs (lower panel) in the optical domain. The
imaginary part is proportional to the line width of the excited states and is smaller than the real
part of the polarizability for both molecules. In fact, the ratio between the real and imaginary parts
of the polarizability is about 107 away from the resonances and significantly smaller (∼ 103) near
them. Optical potentials seen by KRb or RbCs molecules in these regions can be very deep (V0/h ≈
1 MHz) for laser intensities on the order of 104 W/cm2. At such intensities tunneling of molecules
from one lattice site to another is negligible. Moreover, the decoherence time is significantly larger
than 1 s.

Using our results we propose two frequency intervals in which resonant excitation is unlikely
and are most easy to work with experimentally. For the lattices in an optical domain, we suggest
lasers with wavelengths between 680±35 nm for a KRb and 790±40 nm for a RbCs experiment. In
addition, telecommunication wavelengths between 1.03±0.05 µm seem practical for both molecules.

6
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Figure 4: Dynamic polarizability for various photon polarizations of KRb (panel a) and RbCs
(panel b) in the J = 0 or J = 1, v = 0 rovibrational level of their X1Σ+

0 electronic ground state as a
function of the microwave frequency. The solid line in both panels corresponds to the polarizibility
of the J = 0 level, which is independent of the photon polarization. All other curves are for
the J = 1 level. The dotted line corresponds to the polarizibility of M=± 1 magnetic sublevels
illuminated by linear polarized σx or σy radiation. The dashed line relates to either M=± 1 sublevels
illuminated by σz light or the M = 0 level with σx or σy light. Finally, the dashed-dotted line is
obtained for M = 0 levels with σz light. Note that the scale on both axes differs for the two panels.
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v = 0, J = 0 level of the X1Σ+ state of KRb (panel a) and RbCs (panel b) as a function laser
frequency. Practical laser frequencies are indicated.

We conclude by saying that despite the fact that molecules have an internal structure that is
more complex than atoms, this complexity can be used to good advantage or neutralized. Mi-
crowave fields nearly resonant with rotational transitions within the molecule can lead to tunable
interactions between neighboring molecules. For optical lattice potentials created by standing light
waves, a careful selection of laser frequency, in regions where the Franck-Condon factors to excited
vibrational levels are small, creates conditions for which the ratio of coherent to decoherent effects
is large and nearly independent on the internal molecular structure. Moreover, heavy polar alkali
metal molecules can be strongly confined in an optical lattice with relatively modest intensities.

2.3 Development of a new type of cold molecules

We have studied the electronic properties and dynamics of a new class of ultracold polar molecules
created from collisions of ultracold alkali-metal Li and and either an alkaline-earth or rare-earth
atoms. Interest in the LiSr and LiYb molecules stems from prospects to achieve optical Feshbach
tuning of scattering properties between their individual atoms without substantial loss of atoms
from a trap. This photoassociative tuning becomes possible due to the existence of long-lived
excited molecular states near the narrow intercombination lines of the alkaline-earth or rare-earth
atoms.

Similarly, a two-photon optical Feshbach resonance can be used to couple two colliding atoms to
a vibrational level of the molecular ground state. The suppressed effect of excited-state spontaneous
decay might make efficient coherent molecular formation possible. Knowledge of the electronic and
rovibrational properties of LiSr and LiYb will help to find optimal pathways to create ultracold
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Figure 6: The potential and permanent dipole moment of the ground X2Σ+ state of LiSr as a
function of internuclear separation. The green and red dotted line in the right panel correspond to
Re, the position of the minimum of the potential, and the inner turning point, where the potential
energy equals that at long range.

molecules by using optical Feshbach resonances or two-photon photoassociation. Such characteris-
tics as permanent dipole moments of the ground state of these molecules, which are predicted for
the first time, will determine anisotropic interactions between these molecules in an optical trap.

We have applied two different computational quantum-chemistry methods to obtain major elec-
tronic properties for molecules of our interest. The first method is the multi-reference restricted-
active-space configuration interaction (MR-RAS-CI) method that includes all electrons and uses
non-relativistic numerical Hartree-Fock and Sturm molecular orbitals as a basis set. The sec-
ond method is the multi-reference complete-active-space configuration interaction (MR-CAS-CI)
method that uses an effective core pseudopotential and Gaussian basis sets for valence electrons.
We expect that a comparison of the results obtained by these two methods will help us to estimate
the uncertainty of our prediction.

Both computational methods are based on non-relativististic approximation, which allows us to
use large basis sets and extensive correlation interaction expansions. However, the non-relativistic
description of the 2Σ+

1/2 ground state of the lighter LiMg and LiSr molecules can be more justified
than for the heaver LiYb. We expect that inclusion relativistic effects in the calculation of LiYb
might change the predicted molecular parameters. We present the first results for LiSr in Fig. 6.
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Figure 7: The inelastic loss rate for KRb (left panel) and RbCs(right panel) as a function of
the short-range parameters ζ and δ. In both cases the molecules are in their absolute ground
rovibrational state. The rates for KRb are evaluated at a collision energy of E/kB = 300 nK and
that for RbCs at 250 µK.

2.4 Interaction between molecules

When molecules are held in an optical dipole trap, they can come close together and collide. In
fact, the molecules can react. For example it is energetically favorable for two KRb molecules in
their absolute ground vibrational state to form K2 and Rb2.

The interaction between molecules without an external electric field is dominated by the van der
Waals forces. In order words, for each ro-vibrational level |vJM〉 the interaction potential between
them has the form

Vtot(R, θ) = −C
iso
6

R6
− Caniso

6

R6
P2(cos θ) +

h̄2`(`+ 1)
2µR2

(1)

where R is the distance between to molecules and θ describes the orientation of the axis that
connects the molecules, where P2(cos θ) is the second-order Legendre polynomial. The first two
terms in this equation are the isotropic and anisotropic van der Waals interaction potentials, which
are described by the isotropic C iso

6 and anisotropic Caniso
6 van der Waals coefficients. For the

rotationless J = 0 molecules Caniso
6 is zero. The last term is the centrifugal potential, where ` is

the relative orbital angular momentum of the two molecules. The interaction potential is a good
approximation as long as it is smaller than the rotational energy spacing between |vJM〉 states.
At smaller R different rotational levels are coupled and, moreover, a reaction can occur. We call
this separation Rc. For KRb this separation is about 50 a0.

Nevertheless, we can use this potential to set up a simple yet powerful model of the reaction
rates for rotationless J = 0 v = 0 molecules. In this case the potential is isotropic. Our model is
based on the assumption that molecules, which penetrate to Rc, will be partially reflected with an
amplitude ζ and phase δ. For ζ = 0 nothing returns from short-range while for ζ = 1 all amplitude
returns. For R > Rc the molecule scatter from the attractive −C iso

6 /R6 potential. A priori we do
not know the values for ζ and δ.

The value of C iso
6 was evaluated by integrating the dynamic polarizability over imaginary fre-

quency. We previously evaluated the dynamic polarizability over real laser frequency in order to
establish optical or magic trapping frequencies of molecules. This effort could be straight forwardly
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Figure 8: Anisotropic molecular polarizability of KRb in the absolute ground state as a function
of external electric field. The wavelength of the trapping laser is 1090 nm.

extended to imaginary frequencies.
Figure 7 shows a three-dimentional representation of the collisional loss rate between v = 0,

J = 0 KRb and RbCs molecules as a function of the short-range parameters ζ and δ. The collision
energy for the two molecules reflects typical temperatures in experiments with these molecules.
Using typical densities in ultracold experiments of around 1012 1/cm3 we find lifetimes less than a
second.

Both panels in the figure show maxima as function of the short-range parameters. These maxima
and thus enhancement of the loss rate is due to an interference between in- and out-going waves.
For the KRb figure the loss rate has a clear maximum around ζ=0.98 and δ = 0.62. The red dotted
contour line indicates the values of short range parameters that will give a loss rate of 2 × 10−10

cm3/s.
The quantum interference depends on the collisional energy. For example, at a temperature

of 250 µK the resonant enhancement of the RbCs scattering rate is less pronounced. In fact, for
higher temperatures the scattering rate has significant contributions from multiple partial waves `.
In this case there are eight contributing partial waves.

For a single component Fermi gas, such as the fermionic 40K87Rb all prepared in the same spin
state, s-wave collisions can not occur and the losses are predominantly due to p wave collisions. The
loss rates will be much smaller than those shown in Fig. 7, but nevertheless have a characteristic
maximum.

Finally, we investigated the anisotropy of the molecular polarizability. This anisotropy occurs
when both a DC electric field and trapping laser light are present. Then the polarizability of the
molecules will depend on the relative orientation of the electric field and polarization of the laser
light. As a result, the trapping potential will depend on this orientation. It might be possible to
measure molecular trapping frequencies as a function of an external electric field.

Figure 8 shows our theoretical prediction of such dependence. The molecular dynamic polariz-
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ability is given at a trapping wavelength of 1090 nm. The curves correspond to laser polarization
parallel or perpendicular to the electric field. The anisotropy appears due to mixing of the J = 0
level with the J = 1 levels.
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